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BHF

ab initio calculation in nuclear physics

ab initio----- “from the beginning”
Ø without additional assumptions
Ø without additional parameters

ab initio in nuclear physics
Ø with realistic nucleon-nucleon interaction
Ø with some few-body methods and many-body methods,  such as Monte    
    Carlo method, shell model and energy density functional theory

ab initio in nuclear matter
Ø Variational method                               Akmal  PRC1998
Ø Green’s function method                  Dickhoff  PPNP2004
Ø Chiral Perturbation theory                     Kaiser NPA2002
Ø Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) theory  Baldo RPP2012
Ø Relativistic BHF (RBHF) theory    Brockmann PRC1990
Ø ...........
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ab initio calculation in nuclear physics

ab initio calculation for light nuclei

Ø Stochastic Variational Approach        Suzuki    LNP1998
Ø Gaussian Expansion Method            Hiyama  PPNP2003
Ø Green Function Monte Carlo Method   Pieper PRC2004
Ø Lattice Chiral Effective Field Theory     Lee PPNP2009
Ø No-Core Shell Model                          Barrett PPNP2012
Ø ……

ab initio calculation for heavier nuclei

Ø Coupled Channel method           Hagen PRL2009
Ø BHF theory                Hjorth-Jensen Phys.Rep.1995                                                                                 
     With HJ potential                       Dawson Ann.Phys.1962
     With Reid potential                  Machleidt NPA1975
     With Bonn potentials                    Muether PRC1990

16O in BHF method in Bonn potential
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Covariant density functional theory

CDFT  is very successful in nuclear physics
Ring PPNP1996, Vretenar Phys.Rep.2005, Meng PPNP2006

Ø Spin-orbit splitting
Ø Pseudo-spin symmetry
Ø Nuclear saturation properties    
Ø Exotic nuclei                         
Ø ……

Meng Front. Phys.2013

The attempts to connect ab initio calculation with CDFT
 The interaction in CDFT were extracted from the ab initio calculation in nuclear matter
Ø Density-dependent relativistic mean field theory                         Brockmann PRL1992
Ø Density-dependent relativistic Hartree-Fock theory                              Fritz PRL1993

 In this work
  Calculate the finite nuclei with ab initio method in CDFT framework directly, such as
  relativistic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock theory
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Brueckner-Hartree-Fock theory

Bethe-Goldstone Equation
Brueckner PR1954 Ø  E is the starting energy

Ø Q is the Pauli operator
Ø V is the realistic NN interaction

G
G

V
V

E= …

 Brueckner-Hartree-Fock energy 
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How to solve Bethe-Goldstone equation

Bethe-Goldstone equation in basis space

where        is the Fermi energy,                         is the starting energy and         are 
intermediate states.           
Bethe-Goldstone equation in plane wave basis

where      is a shorthand notation for              and    .   

Matrix inversion method
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Relativistic Hartree-Fock theory

Relativistic Hartree-Fock (RHF) equation

where          is related with the density matrix   

RHF equation in HO basis

where    
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RBHF theory for finite nuclei 

Relativistic Brueckner Hartree-Fock (RBHF) equation

where          is related with the density matrix   

RHF equation in HO basis

where    
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The convergence of RBHF theory

Example
Ø Object:  16O
Ø Interaction: Bonn A                                                                    Machleidt ANP1987
Ø Basis:  Harmonics Oscillator (HO) 

The convergence of RBHF theory for 16O
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sea to states with high momenta in the continuum. In
order to take this coupling fully into account one needs a
relatively large HO basis and it is crucial to investigate
the convergence of the RBHF calculation with the size
of this basis. Therefore we show in Fig. 1 the resulting
binding energy and charge radius of 16O as a function of
the number of major oscillator shellsN in the basis. With
increasing N the binding energy increases and the charge
radius of 16O decreases. We find satisfying convergence
for N = 28 with E = −119.55 MeV and rc = 2.6357 fm.
Therefore in the following N = 28 will be used.

FIG. 1. (Color online) The convergence of the binding energy
and charge radius of 16O as a function of the number N of
oscillator shells in the basis of RBHF theory

EXP. RBHF BHF PKO1 CC

E (MeV) −127.62 −119.552 −104.96 −128.33 -120.89

rc (fm) 2.737 2.6357 2.291 2.693

∆Els
1p (MeV) 6.3 4.1 7.5 6.4

TABLE I. Ground state properties of 16O: total binding en-
ergy, charge radius, and spin-orbit splitting for the 1p pro-
ton shell in RBHF theory compared with experiment, non-
relativistic BHF, phenomenological RHF (PKO1), and ab-
initio CC calculated results

EXP. DDRH* DDRHF* RBHF

E (MeV) −127.62 −107.72 −114.76 −119.55

rc (fm) 2.737 2.602 2.634 2.636

∆Els
1p (MeV) 6.3 5.2 4.8 4.1

TABLE II. The ground state properties of 16O: total binding
energy, charge radius, and spin-orbit splitting for the 1p pro-
ton shell in RBHF theory compared with experiment and the
ab-inito DDRH* and DDRHF* results

The ground state properties, total binding energy,
charge radius and the proton spin-orbit splitting for the
1p shell of 16O are listed in Table I. The results of the
full RBHF theory in finite nuclei are compared with the
corresponding experimental data [45, 46] and with sev-
eral other calculations: BHF is a non-relativistic Brueck-
ner calculation [28] based on the potential Bonn A and
RHF is a theory with the phenomenological parameter
set PKO1 [35]. It is seen that the ground state proper-
ties in RBHF theory are improved considerably as com-
pared to the non-relativistic results. The deviation from
the experimental values have been decreased from 18%
to 6% in the case of the energy and from 16 % to 4
% in the case of the charge radius, which is consistent
with the conclusions in the infinite nuclear matter [27].
This binding energy of 16O is also very close to the value
of E = −120.89 MeV obtained in the coupled-cluster
method using chiral NN interactions at N3L order with
a cut off Λχ = 500 MeV [47]. However, the spin-orbit
splittings in RBHF theory are considerably smaller than
the experimental data. For the 1p proton shell we have a
deviation of about 30%. Of course the results of the cal-
culations with PKO1 which has been fitted to these data
shows only a very small deviation of 0.5 % for the energy,
of 1.6 % for the radius and the spin-orbit splitting.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Single proton and neutron levels in
RBHF theory compared with experiment and the results of
DDRH* and DDRHF* theories.

Next we compare our fully self-consistent calculations
in finite nuclei with two similar effective ”ab initio” meth-
ods based on the local density approximation. The full
RBHF equations are solved for nuclear matter at vari-
ous densities. In this way one obtains scalar and vec-
tor self-energies as functions of the density. We adjust
density dependent coupling constants for the σ- and the
ω-exchange in a relativistic Hartree (RH) or a relativis-
tic Hartree Fock (RHF) model to these values. In the
RHF case we also added the pion, whose coupling con-
stant was adjusted to the total energy as a function of the
density. As in Refs. [28, 29] this allows us to investigate
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The ground state properties of 16O in RBHF theory

The properties of 16O with different numerical methods

  [1] Audi NPA2003,    [2] Muether PRC1990,    [3]Long PLB2006

The Single particle energies for the orbit level of 16O in RBHF theory
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The Lagrangian of Density-dependent RH (DDRH) theory 
Brockmann PRL1992

The Lagrangian of Density-dependent RHF (DDRHF) theory 
Fritz PRL1993

DDRH and DDRHF from RBHF theory
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The relativistic Hartree-Fock equation 

The properties of 16O in different theories

  [1] Audi NPA2003 
 * DD couplings extracted from RBHF theory at nuclear matter

DDRH and DDRHF from RBHF theory

Bouyssy  PRC1987
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DDRH and DDRHF from RBHF theory

The relation between binding energy and radii of 16O in 
different theories
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DDRH and DDRHF from RBHF theory

The densities of 16O in different theories

Charge
density

Nuclear
density

Proton
density

Neutron
density
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Summary and Perspectives

Ø The relativistic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (RBHF) theory is 
developed for finite nuclei with HO basis.

Ø The results of RBHF theory with Bonn A potential at N = 28 is 
reliable, e.g. 16O.

Ø The binding energy and charge radii from RBHF theory are 
close to experimental data, and are comparable with the ones 
from the PKO1.

Ø In future calculation, the heavier nuclei is feasible.

Thank  you very much  for your attention! 
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Appendix

Lippmann-Schwinger  Equation
 Brown NPA1969

Ø  V is the realistic NN interaction
Ø  E is the incident energy                                                                  
Ø  T-matrix is for two-body scattering

Bethe-Goldstone Equation
Brueckner PRC1969

Ø  E is the starting energy
Ø  Q is the Pauli operator
Ø  G-matrix is for many-body problem

The corresponding EOS in HF The corresponding EOS in HF 
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The properties of other nuclei in RBHF theory

ØThe binding energy is missing less than10% in RBHF 
   comparing with the data
ØThe spin-orbit splitting is small

The ground state properties of other nuclei in RBHF theory 

The deviations of binding energy between experiment and RBHF 
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The properties of heavier nuclei in RBHF theory

The relation between binding energy and radii of doubly 
magic nuclei in different theories
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The properties of heavier nuclei in RBHF theory

The relation between binding energy and radii of other 
nuclei in different theories
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The properties of heavier nuclei in RBHF theory

The relation between binding energy and radii of other 
nuclei in different theories
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